Abstract-The workload of an active DBMS consists of two types of activities: externally generated tasks submitted by users, and rule management tasks caused by the triggering of rules stored in the knowledge component of the system. Most design proposals for active DBMS's assume that an external task should be combined with all the resulting rule management tasks into a single transaction. There is no compelling reason for this assumption, however; the semantics of the rules can be used to divide the workload into transactions in a number of different ways. In this paper, we describe a performance model designed for studying active DBMS performance issues. We present the results of simulation experiments that study system performance as a function of transaction boundary semantics for varying levels of data contention, rule complexity, and data sharing between externally submitted tasks and rule management tasks. Our results demonstrate that the way in which transaction boundaries are imposed can have a major impact on the performance of an active DBMS. We therefore conclude that this aspect of rule semantics must be carefully considered at the time that rules are specified.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T is generally recognized that in order to meet the growing I demands placed on information processing systems, rules and facts need to be integrated into a "knowledge base management" framework. A computer-controlled factory, for example, can be expected to take advantage of knowledge base management in a number of areas. The inventory of the factory will be controlled automatically by rules that trigger "ordering" actions when the facts of the system indicate a low "quantity-on-hand'' of some part. The beginning of each step of the manufacturing process will be triggered by a rule that recognizes the end of the preceding step. Facts regarding the structural properties of the products will be measured and recorded as the products pass through the manufacturing line, and defective items will be identified with the help of rules that trigger actions to discard such items. The "technical secrets" of Manuscript received November 23, 1988; revised February 15, 1990 . This work was performed under subcontract to Xerox Advanced Information Technology, which was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and by the Rome Air Development Center under Contract F30602-87-C-0029. Additional support was provided by the National Science Foundation under Grant IRI-8657323 and by the Digital Equipment Corporation through its Incentives for Excellence program. The views and conclusions contained in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official policies of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Rome Air Development Center, or the U S . Government.
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104 14347/9 1 $0 1 the manufacturing process may be kept in a secure file to which access is restricted via rules, with the additional safeguard that the names of all those who access the file are automatically logged. Rules and facts can be integrated in a number of ways. One way to structure a knowledge base management system is to couple a rule manager and a database management system (DBMS) loosely via a polling mechanism. The rule manager, which appears as just another user to the DBMS, periodically runs queries to monitor the facts stored in the DBMS. Depending on its rules, update transactions may also submitted by the rule manager. It has been argued in [32] that such a loosely-coupled system is likely to perform poorly (or even incorrectly) unless the application has specific characteristics-for example, that the rules need to access only a small part of the data, and that the data remain unchanged while they are being processed by the rules. Most large-scale applications of knowledge-based data management (such as factory control, air traffic control, and stock trading) seem not to have these characteristics, and thus require a tighter coupling between the rules and the facts. Such applications have motivated the development of a number of active DBMS's (e.g., [19] , [25] , [28] , [33] , [23] ), in which rules and facts are tightly-coupled. In these systems, data and rules are both managed by the DBMS using an integrated language and data model.
The workload of an active DBMS is a mix of External Tasks (ET's) and Rule Management Tasks (RMT's). ET's are queries and updates that arrive at the active DBMS from a user or an application program, whereas tasks that result from the presence of rules (both condition-checking tasks and responses to satisfied conditions) constitute the RMT's of the active DBMS. ET's may trigger RMT's, which may in turn trigger other RMT's. We call the set of tasks executed as a consequence of the arrival of a single ET (including the ET itself) a job. The time taken by the DBMS to complete a job is a measure of the speed with which the system reacts to external stimuli; thus, job response time is a new performance metric of interest when evaluating the behavior of an active DBMS.
Clearly, the tasks that make up a job must be combined in some fashion to form transactions. In most of the proposals for active DBMS's that have appeared in the literature (e.g., [25] , [33] ), the user has little flexibility in determining transaction boundaries. For example, a rule in POSTGRES [33] might state that the values of two data items d l and dz are required to be equal. In this case, an update to d l will cause dz to be automatically updated as well; the automatic d2 update will take place either when d l is updated ("early evaluation") . OO 0 1991 IEEE or else when dz is subsequently accessed ("late evaluation"). Thus, in POSTGRES, the RMT will be coupled either to the updating ET or to the accessing ET, depending on the evaluation scheme used. As demonstrated by the example in the Appendix, the semantics of rules do not always require such strict coupling of the ET and the RMT's of a job.
In the general case, the relationship between jobs and transactions is that, while a job may consist of one or more transactions, a transaction can be part of at most one job. The simplest mapping of jobs onto transactions is one-toone, with all the tasks of a job being coupled into a single transaction, as in POSTGRES. An alternative mapping scheme could, for example, allow each task of a job be an independent transaction. When the semantics of a rule allow multiple possible mappings between jobs and transactions, the relative performance provided by the alternative mapping schemes becomes an issue of interest. If there are significant performance differences between the mapping schemes, it may be useful to provide the flexibility of choosing among a set of task-transaction coupling modes for each rule in the active DBMS, as in [lo] . A quantitative analysis of the performance of alternative coupling modes would then be of interest to rule designers.
The decoupling of a job into smaller transactions may affect system performance in two ways. If there are significant fixed costs associated with transaction startup and transaction commit, increasing the number of transactions in this way could lead to worse performance. On the other hand, from a concurrency control perspective, decoupling a job may result in shorter average job response times, especially when data contention becomes significant. For example, if locking is used for concurrency control, the average duration for which locks are held will decrease as transactions are made smaller by decoupling jobs. This will reduce lock contention, even though the total amount of data accessed per job will remain the same.
From a performance viewpoint, several issues need to be explored with regard to the coupling of tasks to form transactions. First, even though job decoupling may result in improved job response times if the fixed costs of transaction startup and commit are small, how significant is this improvement likely to be? Second, and more interestingly, the data access characteristics of ET's and RMT's may differ (e.g., RMT's that check conditions are likely to be read-only queries, while ET's and RMT's triggered in response to satisfied conditions may include updates). Can these differences in data access characteristics significantly influence the way in which task coupling affects job response time? Finally, how do these differences in data access characteristics affect the relative performance of different types of task-transaction coupling methods as task complexity increases? These are some of the issues examined in this paper.
In order to help us investigate these issues, we have developed a performance model of an active DBMS where the triggering of rules is modeled via probabilities. This probabilistic model provides a platform that can be used to investigate performance issues in active database systems without having to explicitly model the rules and the data. The execution and knowledge models developed as part the HighPerformance Active (HiPAC) Database project [ 101 were used to guide the design of our model. The goal of the HiPAC project was to design an active, time-constrained, objectoriented database system. The execution model of HiPAC provides a number of different coupling modes that allow the user to specify the way in which ET's and RMT's should be combined into transactions; the coupling mode is considered part of a rule and is specified at the time the rule is created.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section I1 surveys related work in the area of active database systems, including a brief overview of the HiPAC project. We discuss our model of transaction processing in an active DBMS in Section 111. Our probabilistic model of an active DBMS is described in Section IV. In Section V, our experiments and their results are discussed. Section VI contains our conclusions and a brief discussion of our continuing work in related areas. Finally, a detailed example showing how ET's and RMT's can be combined to form transactions based on rule semantics is presented in the Appendix.
RELATED WORK
Little work has been done in the area of evaluating the performance of knowledge-based data management systems. However, the need for integrating rules and facts in a DBMS context has been recognized for a long time. It has been argued that the lack of a rule facility can place a significant burden on the DBMS application programmer. For example, in order to support general integrity constraints in the absence of such a facility, every transaction that updates the database for a given application must be augmented with code to check the constraints and to take an appropriate action if a constraint is violated. Thus, the condition checking activity and the action become integral parts of users' transactions. In recent years, various approaches have been suggested for adding active capabilities to database systems in order to integrate rules and facts and thus simplify the application programming task. We briefly review some of the major approaches in the rest of this section.
The addition of active capabilities to database systems was first considered in order to support specific DBMS functions such as view maintenance and integrity constraint enforcement. It was proposed in [12] [28] , [35] . The POSTGRES project [31] , [33] proposes a general mechanism to support alerters, triggers, and rules (among other features) in the context of an extended relational data model.
The HiPAC project combines active, object-oriented databases with time constraints [lo] . In the HiPAC knowledge model [9], rules are treated as an object class, like all other forms of data. Each rule in HiPAC is structured according to the event-condition-action (ECA) paradigm. The event associated with a rule is the cause of the rule being activated, such as an update to the "quantity-on-hand" object set in the factory control example discussed earlier. The condition is a set of queries which must be evaluated in order to check whether a prespecified set of predicates has been satisfied. If cars were assembled in the factory in our example, a condition could be a query representing the question "is the number of radios in stock low enough that we need to order more?" Finally, the action represents the operations to be executed if the condition is met, for example, an order for a thousand radios could be sent automatically to a radio supplier. As mentioned earlier, the way that the event, condition, and action of a rule are to be combined into transactions is specified as part of the definition of a rule in HiPAC. HiPAC's transaction execution model, described in [16] , is based on a nested transaction model. Different methods are proposed for mapping events, conditions, and actions onto transactions and subtransactions. A subset of these methods is included in the execution model used in this paper, as described shortly.
TRANSACTION MODEL FOR ACTIVE DATABASES
As discussed earlier, an active database system contains a set of rules in addition to the data or facts found in all database systems. These rules can create Rule Management Tasks (RMT's) in response to External Tasks (ET's) that represent external stimuli. The semantics of the rules determine the way in which RMT's can be combined with ET's to form transactions. In this section, we describe our model of transaction execution in an active DBMS.
A. External Tasks, Checkers, and Actions
As stated in Section I, a job is the sum total of all the database activity generated by an incoming External Task. Of course, the minimum amount of work represented by a job consists of the initial External Task itself. In terms of the ECA paradigm, External Tasks can cause Events. An Event in the ECA model, however, is defined as part of a rule; there may be user queries and updates whose activity does not correspond to the Event of any rule defined in the system. When an External Task causes an Event, the job will also include a Checker task. Checkers are system-generated queries that check whether the conditions of a rule are satisfied. The Checker will generate an Action task to perform the operation dictated by the rule if the conditions are met. Since an Action may query or update the database, it may cause Events that in turn lead to further Checkers. In this way, a single External Task could cause an arbitrarily long chain of tasks, all of which would be part of the same job.
B. Coupling Tasks to Form Transactions
As discussed in Section I, the tasks of a job need to be combined to form transactions in some way, and both rule semantics and performance effects may need to be considered when making the mapping from tasks to transactions. The imposition of a transaction structure on a job suggests the need for a nested transaction model, such as the model proposed in [16] . In this model, there are two types of choices to be made when scheduling an RMT. The first choice involves transaction boundaries: whether the RMT is required to be part of the same transaction as the task which generated it, or instead can be executed in a separate transaction. The second choice determines the time at which the RMT should begin execution: for example, should a Checker begin execution as soon as the triggering event takes place, or should it begin execution only when the triggering task completes? In the work presented here, we study the performance implications of the first of these two choices: the transaction boundary decision. In order to do so, we selected a subset of the transaction execution model described in [16] as our execution model. In our execution model, any internally generated activity caused by task T of a job J is started only after the causing task is "completed." A task T is said to have completed at the time when, had T been a transaction by itself, it would have been in a position to commit. Thus, our execution model fixes the timing of an RMT relative to its triggering task, enabling us to isolate the performance effects of the transaction boundary decision from the effects of the timing decision.
Our execution model supports four different ways in which the tasks of a job can be coupled to form transactions: as a stand-alone transaction. The following example illustrates the differences between these four coupling modes. Job J begins when External Task E arrives at the system. E triggers a rule R I , which results in Checker C1 being executed. The condition checked by C1 is found to be satisfied, and an Action Al results. In turn, A1 activates rule R2 and causes another Checker Cz to be run. C2 leads to yet another Action A2. Finally, A2 does not trigger any further rules, so job J consists of a total of five tasks: one ET and four RMT's. Table I shows how the four coupling modes would combine the tasks of job J into transactions; to keep the example simple, we have assumed that RI and R2 have the same transaction coupling semantics. If S-coupling were employed, job J would consist of exactly one transaction. If either EC-coupling or CA-coupling were used, there would be three transactions, although the transaction boundaries would 'The ODE project [3] at Bell Labs recently adopted EC-coupling for use in their system's trigger facility. a set of database objects; we model files at the page level because we assume page-oriented concurrency control for simplicity.
B. The Rule Manager Module
The Rule Manager models the active portion of the database and the active functions of the DBMS. In terms of the the active portion of the database, and it has to interact with the Transaction Manager in order to coordinate the execution of External Tasks, Checkers, and Actions. differ as shown in Table I . If N-coupling were used, each of job J ' s tasks would be its own transaction. In the Appendix, we present an example that illustrates the use of these coupling modes and discusses some of the associated tradeoffs.
fication of conventional transaction restart semantics. In our
Of an active DBMS9 Checkers and Actions Occur Only in response to changes in the state of the data. If a transaction clearly be reexecuted when the transaction is restarted. If a transaction begins with a rule Management Task, this means the execution of a Checker or an Action. Thus, the system must guarantee that the initial RMT is repeated if the transaction is restarted. In our execution model, then, whenever a transaction aborts, it is restarted at the first task (External Task, Checker, or Action) that formed part of the aborted transaction. The subsequent tasks may or may not be repeated, as the state transactions that ran since the aborted transaction began.
The
Of tasks into transactions requires a modi-execution model, the Rule Manager must capture the rules in begins with an then the Task must input parameters for the rule manager. A detailed description
I) Modeling the Active Database,. we use probabilities to
This probabilistic approach to the modeling of the active DBMS was for two reasons. First, in order to have as general a model as possible, we tried to minimize the amount of specific information maintained by the model, while still modeling the system at a level appropriate for a first performance study of an active DBMS. For example, on the relative performance of the different coupling modes discussed in Section 111-B, we simply change the probability of occurrence of Checkers and Actions; had we modeled the rules explicitly, we would have had to change the "condition" the ET workload). Second, explicit modeling of the rules that the DBMS has recognized a change Of state that requires model the occurrence of Events, Conditions, and Actions.
Of the database may have been changed by updates Of Other in order to study the impact of an increased RMT workload
IV. MODELING AN ACTIVE DBMS
Our performance Of an active DBMS is an extension parts of Some or all of the rules (or changed the details of of the model of a database site used in the distributed database described in [7i. It has been using the be extended would have required explicit modeling of the data (including such details as the values of data objects) and the workload; DeNet language [ 2 2 1 7 so it can later to include multiple sites in order to study a distributed active DBMS.
In our model, an active DBMS has five components: a Source, which generates the External Tasks; a Transaction Manager, which models the execution behavior of transacthis would have made our simulations computat~ona~~y expensive without adding significantly to our understanding of the task-transaction mapping issue.
here that a task can trigger at most one rule. The probability To further simplify the active workload model, we a Concurrency Manager, which imp1ements the details of a particular concurrency control algorithm; a that an External Task leads to a Checker is ExtCheckProb. Similarly, the probability that the condition of a rule is satisfied memory Of the system; and a Manager, is Actionprob. Finally, the probability of an Action leading
and main (i.e., that an Action needs to be scheduled after a Checker) which models the active component of the database. Fig. 1 to another Checker is ActCheckProb. The coupling mode of presents a detailed view of these components and their key a task (i.e., the way that it is coupled with the task that interactions. The model described in [7] already contained the preceded it) is specified via the CouplingTypeprob parameter first four Of these However, these components array. CouplingTypeProb has four entries, each representing have been modified in our model to capture the active nature the probability of using one of the four coupling modes of the workload. Also, certain additional features (such as a described in Section III-B. Note that our assumption that each the major extension to the original model is the inclusion thread of tasks for each job, and that the tasks occur in the of the Rule Manager component. In this section, we first de-following order: scribe the passive database model. The Rule Manager module is then described in detail. Finally, the remaining modules and ExternulTusk + Checker1 -+ Action1 their parameters are briefly described. array representing the number of classes for both Checkers and Actions. RClassProb specifies the probability that an RMT will be of a given class. The remaining per-class parameters characterize each class of RMT's. RFileCount is the number of files accessed, and RFileProb gives the probability distribution
RMT Probability Parameters ExtCheckProb
Probabilitv of a Checker followine an Externai Task (or relative file weights) for choosing the actual files that the U ,
"
Of an Action following a RMT will access. RNumPages and RWriteProb, respectively, specify the number of pages accessed by an RMT and the ActionProb ActCheckProb Probability of a Checker following an Action CouDlinp Parameter CouplingTypeProb probability that an accessed page will be updated. The next From the nature of ECA rules, it is likely that the data accessed by different tasks of a job will overlap to some extent. The data read by a Checker will probably include part of the Probability that a page is accessed by adjacent tasks of a job Restart Parameter data updated by the preceding External Task or Action, and the data processed by an Action may well overlap with the Checker's read set as well. A parameter called ShareMode
RepeatOnRestart
Probability that all tasks of an aborted transaction are repeated on restart 2) Modeling the Active Workload: One of the functions of the Rule Manager is to generate the reads and writes that make up the RMT's. RMT's are characterized into classes in terms of the files that they access and the number of pages that they read ancl update in each file. Since the only potential cause of an RMT is a change in the state of the database, Checkers are restricted to read-only operations. Actions are modeled as collections of reads and writes. Checkers and Actions may belong to different classes; RNumClasses is a two-element is used to determine the type of data (data read, or data updated) that is shared between two successive job tasks, while ShareProb is used to model the probability of data sharing. Four sharing modes are possible: Read-Read, Read-Write, Write-Read, and Write-Write. In Read-Read sharing, each page read by task Ti of job J has a probability ShareProb of being read by its successor task Ti+l; the other modes are defined similarly. Of course, the amount of data shared between any two successive tasks is limited by the number of pages accessed by the smaller of the two tasks. 
3) Modeling Open-Ended Transaction

4) Modeling Restarts:
The Transaction Manager is responsible for informing the Rule Manager of each transaction abort. When it receives the information about an abort, the Rule Manager directs the Transaction Manager to restart the first task which was part of the aborted transaction. In our performance model, since decisions are made probabilistically, this restart mechanism can unfortunately lead to a bias against long jobs. Consider a system where there is high contention for data and all jobs are strictly coupled. Suppose a job J begins with a External Task task E , goes through a Checker task C , and is in Action task A when it is aborted. It will then be restarted beginning at task E. Let us assume that it completes task E again and is then aborted in task C. It will then once again begin with task E . If the decisions to schedule C and A are made entirely on the basis of probabilities, it is more likely that job J will ultimately complete execution if it consists of a single task rather than two or three S-coupled tasks. Thus, there will be a tendency to favor shorter jobs over longer ones, i.e., restarts will keep occurring until the job eventually happens to become a short job. In order to avoid this bias, a parameter RepeatOnRestart is included for the Rule Manager (see Table 11 ). If RepeatOnRestart is set to 1.0, then the entire sequence of tasks of an aborted transaction will be repeated on restart. RepeatOnRestart settings are allowed to range from 0 to 1, thus representing varying likelihoods that a restarted transaction will go through the exact same sequence of tasks that the aborted transaction did. NumClasses specifies the number of different classes of External Tasks. The remaining parameters are similar to those used to model the RMT workload, as described in Section IV-B2.
C . The Source Module
D. The Transaction Manager Module
The Transaction Manager is responsible for accepting transactions from the Source as well as the Rule Manager and modeling their execution. A read access by a transaction begins with a concurrency control request to get access permission. Once the access is granted, a read request for the page is sent to the Resource Manager. If the data page is found in the main memory buffers, no I/O is required; otherwise, a disk I/O to read the page (possibly accompanied by the flushing of a dirty buffer page) is scheduled. Once the data page is available in the buffer pool, a period of CPU usage follows for processing the page. Write requests are handled similarly.
The input parameters of the Transaction Manager module are listed in Table IV jobs in the system, the new job is blocked until one of the active jobs completes execution. Load control at the job level rather than at the transaction level is appropriate for an active system, as the amount of "load" represented by a transaction depends upon the coupling modes employed to couple the job's tasks. Since the overhead associated with transaction *Our model is actually somewhat more general than indicated here; it supports multiple arrival processes, and these can each be either exponential
The
Of active DBMS's suggest that an Open queueing model be used: e.g., in a large-scale control appli-or periodic. 
TABLE IV
REMAINING PARAMETERS
E. The Resource Manager Module
The Resource Manager controls the physical resources of the DBMS, including the CPU, the disks, and the buffer pool in main memory. It provides services to both the Transaction Manager and the Concurrency Control Manager. The parameters of the Resource Manager are summarized in Table IV . The DBMS has NumDisks disks plus one CPU. The CPU service discipline is processor sharing. Each of the disks has its own queue, which it serves in a FIFO manner; the Resource Manager assigns a disk to serve a new request randomly, with all disks being equally probable, so the 1/0 model assumes that the files stored in the DBMS are evenly balanced across the disks. Access times for the disks are uniform over the range
The buffer pool model consists of a set of BufferPoolSize page frames. Each page frame has a "dirty" flag associated with it to indicate whether its data have been updated since it was read into main memory. If a request to read a page is received from the transaction manager, the buffer manager checks whether the requested page is in the buffer pool. If it is present, no disk access is required. If the page is not found, the buffer manager searches for the least-recently-used nondirty page which can be replaced. If such a clean page is available, a disk 1/0 is scheduled to read the requested page into the buffer frame occupied by the replacement victim. If no clean page is found, a disk write is scheduled to write back the least-recently-used dirty page in addition to the read that is scheduled for the requested page. In either case, after the page is read into the buffer pool, the read request is processed by the CPU.
F. The Concurrency Control Manager Module
The Concurrency Control Manager captures the semantics of the concurrency control algorithm of choice. As was illustrated in Fig. 1 , the Concurrency Control Manager is responsible for handling concurrency control requests made by the Transaction Manager. These include read and write access requests, requests to get permission to commit a transaction, and several types of concurrency control management requests to initialize and terminate transactions. The Concurrency Control Manager has a variable number of parameters. One parameter, CCReqCPU, specifies the amount of CPU time required to process a read or write access request; this parameter is present for all algorithms. Additional parameters can be introduced on a per-algorithm basis as needed.
For the experiments described in this paper, a variation of the Wound-Wait (WW) algorithm described in [26] is used for concurrency control. We chose this algorithm because it is relatively easy to model, and its timestamp-based conflict resolution strategy makes it possible to introduce an interesting modification to the algorithm, as discussed below. Also, the WW algorithm can be modified later to allow priorities to be associated with transactions in order to model time constraints, as proposed in In the WW algorithm, locks are acquired and released in a two-phase fashion [ 1 4 ] . Deadlock is prevented via the use of timestamps rather than by maintaining waits-for information and then checking for deadlocks. In the original WW algorithm, each transaction is numbered according to its initial startup time, and younger transactions are prevented from making older ones wait. If an older transaction requests a lock held by a younger transaction, which would lead to the older transaction waiting, the younger transaction is "wounded," i.e., it is restarted. Younger transactions are permitted to wait for older transactions, however. Deadlocks are impossible because any cycle of waiting transactions would have to include at least one instance where an older transaction is waiting for a younger one that is blocked as well, and this is not allowed.
In order to model the relationship between the transactions that make up a job, the following variation was introduced in the WW timestamp allocation scheme. Let Jobi consist of transactions Til, . . . , Tirn, and let Jobj consist of transactions T j l , . . . ,Tjn. If Job; starts before Jobj, then all of Jobi's transactions Tzk, k = 1, . . . , m, will have earlier timestamps than any of the transactions of Jobj. Intuitively, the purpose of this modification is to favor tasks of jobs that arrive early over those of later arrivals, thus introducing an element of job-based priority to the concurrency control algorithm. AS a result of this modification, tasks of older jobs are more likely to obtain locks and less likely to be aborted than tasks of younger jobs. (Note that this timestamp allocation scheme is independent of both the type of coupling between the tasks and the time ordering of the individual tasks of different jobs.)
v. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present performance results for the four types of RMT coupling described in Section I11 under various assumptions about the database size, the number of data pages accessed by each task of a job, the number of tasks per job, and the extent of data sharing between the tasks of a job. As stated in Section I, it is obvious that in the absence of coupling modes. Our performance results are preceded by a discussion of the performance metrics of interest and the parameter settings used to obtain the results presented here.
A. System Performance Metrics
As stated earlier, job response time is a measure of the speed with which the DBMS reacts to external stimuli. In order to focus on the performance impact of using rule semantics for transaction coupling, we examine the average job response time as a function of the job arrival rate for each of the four types of coupling modes. Job response time is computed by subtracting the startup time of the ET of the job from the time at which its last RMT finally completes successfully. Each experiment was run until a total of approximately 4500 jobs completed in order to obtain a statistically significant sample of job executions. Since general-purpose active DBMS's are not a commercial reality yet, there is no data available regarding "typical" workload characteristics such as the likelihood of rules being fired in such systems. Furthermore, we are concerned more here with performance trends than with exact performance predictions. Consequently, we have run simulations with a variety of settings for the triggering probability parameters (ExtCheckProb, ActionProb, and ActCheckProb) of our simulation model. In this paper, we present results that are representative of the overall trends we observed as we varied the workload parameters of the model. Table V gives the values of the key simulation parameters in our base experiment. As subsequent experiments are discussed, we describe the variations in the parameters for each experiment. The database is modeled simply as a single file consisting of 500 data pages. Jobs arrive at the system in a single exponential stream; the job arrival rate is varied in each experiment. Each task accesses five pages of data on the average. External Tasks and Actions update each page that they access with a probability of 1/3, while Checkers are readonly tasks. It takes an average of 8 ms of CPU time to process each data page that is read, and an average of 2 additional milliseconds to process each update. The maximum number of jobs that may run concurrently is set to 15. There are two disks available for I/O, and each disk has an average access time of 20 ms. The buffer pool can hold up to 50 pages in memory at a time. The concurrency control CPU overhead is assumed to be negligible compared to the CPU time required for page processing. A commit record logging delay of 10 ms is added to each transaction at commit time. The probability that an External Task (or an Action) is followed by a Checker is set at 2/3, and the probability that a Checker is followed all jobs consists of just one task, another third consists of two tasks, and the remainder consists of more than two tasks; the mean number of tasks per job works out to be 2.33. Data are not shared between the adjacent tasks of a job. Finally, the restart parameter is set so that an aborted transaction always repeats its original sequence of tasks.
In order to isolate the effects of using each of the four coupling options, each simulation had only one type of coupling between the tasks of a job. For each arrival rate, four simulations were run: one in which all jobs consisted of S-coupled tasks, one in which only EC-coupling was allowed, one in which only CA-coupling was allowed, and one in which only N-coupling was allowed. In addition to these four simulations, we ran one simulation for each arrival rate to obtain the average job response time in the absence of concurrency control conflicts in order to provide a performance bound against which to compare the various coupling modes. In each of our graphs, a curve labeled No-CC shows the results of this simulation. Fig. 2 shows the average job response times for the parameter settings in Table V . At low arrival rates, the response time of jobs does not vary significantly with the type of coupling. As the arrival rate is increased, all of the curves begin to move upwards. The S-coupling curve separates from the others first, while the EC-coupling, CA-coupling, N-coupling, and No-CC curves remain fairly close to one another for most arrival rates. Furthermore, the average job response times for EC-coupled jobs are consistently higher than the average job response times for CA-coupled jobs. This is an interesting result, as it shows that transaction size is not the only factor affecting the performance of the system; the average number of pages accessed per transaction when EC-coupling is used is close to that when CA-coupling is used, since both schemes combine two successive tasks into a single transaction. As in any open system, job response time grows dramatically when the job arrival rate is increased beyond a certain threshold value for each type of coupling. This rise in job response time is so dramatic that some of the higher response time values do not fit into the graph and are represented (in all experiments) by extrapolated lines at the right end of each curve. Fig. 2 shows that the threshold at which this phenomenon occurs is reached earliest by the S-coupled jobs. EC-coupled jobs reach the point of saturation next, and CA-coupled jobs reach their threshold just before N-coupled jobs.
C. The Base Experiment
The elements contributing to the average response time of a job are the costs of reading and updating pages and the costs of resolving concurrency control conflicts. As explained in Section IV-D, CPU costs for transaction startup are assumed to be negligible, and transaction commit costs (in the form of the 10 ms logging delay) are small relative to the overall response times observed. The number of pages read and written by a given job does not vary with the type of coupling used in the system (in the absence of restarts), so the differences in job response times for the four types of coupling are almost entirely due to concurrency control costs. In order to understand how concurrency control affects performance, we must examine two factors: blocking delays and restart rates. A quantitative display of these factors is given in Figs. 3 and 4 . The average total amount of time a job has to spend waiting for locks is presented in Fig. 3 , whereas the average number of times that a transaction is restarted is presented in Fig. 4 . Both figures indicate that the manner in which tasks are coupled to form transactions has a dramatic impact on the amount of time that jobs spend redoing work (due to restarts) or waiting for locks to be granted. In order to understand just how the locking behavior of jobs depends on their coupling mode, consider a job that consists of three tasks: an ET, a Checker, and an Action. When the job is S-coupled, it holds all of its locks until the Action task is completed. With EC-coupling, the job holds its locks until the end of the Checker task, releasing them before the Action task begins. A CA-coupled job releases its locks immediately after the completion of the External Task. Such a job holds the Checker locks (which are all read locks) and the Action locks until it commits. When the job is N-coupled, it releases locks when each task is completed. Two issues related to locking affect the average blocking time of the four coupling alternatives. The first is the average duration for which locks are held by a transaction. Obviously, the longer a transaction holds on to its locks, the longer other transactions will have to wait to lock a data item. The second issue is the type of lock held. Since External Tasks consist of updates as well as reads, both S-coupled and EC-coupled jobs hold write locks for long durations, while CA-coupled jobs hold only read locks for long durations. Since read locks can be shared, while write locks cannot, holding read locks for longer durations does not have as much of a negative impact on job response time as holding write locks. This explains the differences in the average blocking times of EC-coupled and CA-coupled jobs in Fig. 3 . Although both modes lead to the same average transaction size here, EC-coupled jobs hold write locks longer and thus cause longer blocking delays; this explains why average transaction size alone does not determine job response time. When write locks are held for long durations, as in ECcoupling or S-coupling, increased data contention results in a significant increase in job response time. S-coupling has the longest blocking time because all of the locks acquired by a job are held until the very last task of the job completes execution.
Another factor related to the performance impact of concurrency control is transaction restarts. Restarts increase resource utilization and lengthen the execution path of transactions. Fig. 4 shows that the average number of restarts per commit is fairly low in this experiment. In most cases, there is significantly less than one restart per ten commits. Recall also that our Wound-Wait based concurrency control algorithm tends to restart younger tasks more often than it restarts older tasks. These two facts lead us to expect that the increase in resource utilization due to restarts will not be significant-and our measurements show that this increase is indeed small (less than 3% in most cases). However, the increase in the average number of locks that must be acquired or reacquired by a transaction has a major impact on job response time. Our measurements show that a significant proportion of the time "wasted" due to restarts was spent waiting again for locks rather than utilizing the physical resources of the system. Finally, it is also important to note that restarted transactions represent a different amount of "wasted" time for each type of coupling. In the case of S-coupling, restarting a transaction is equivalent to restarting an entire job, since each job consists of only one transaction. In contrast, in the case of N-coupling, the amount of time wasted by a restart is bounded by the time taken by a single task of a job.
SO far we have focused on how job response time is affected by the different coupling modes. Another interesting performance measure is the average time that users must wait for their tasks to complete. This metric (called the ET response time of the system) is presented in Fig. 5 for the four coupling modes. This measure represents the user's point of view of the performance of the active DBMS, whereas the job response time represents the system administrator's point of view. For the entire range of arrival rates, as expected, coupling RMT's with ET'S causes a significant increase in the response time observed by a user. More significantly, all of the less strict coupling modes offer major performance improvements over 
S-coupling, including EC-coupling (even though it does not completely decouple the ET from the RMT's).
To summarize, the results of the base experiment clearly demonstrate that the way in which transaction boundaries are set in an active DBMS can have a very significant impact on both the quality of service experienced by its users and the location of the saturation point of the system. The results also indicate that the key factor that influences job response time with the parameter settings of the base experiment is data contention rather than resource contention. As one would expect, jobs that were S-coupled performed significantly worse than jobs that did not couple all of their rule management activity to the External Task. The results also show that while jobs that were completely decoupled performed the best of all, jobs whose Checkers were coupled to their Actions (i.e., where CA-coupling was used) performed almost as well over a wide range of arrival rates. This is a reassuring result, for as shown in the example in the Appendix, CA-coupling seems likely to be well-suited to several active DBMS application^.^ It is important to note that from a performance point of view, augmenting user transactions with code to check conditions (e.g., violations of integrity constraints) and to invoke actions in response to satisfied conditions is basically the same as S-coupling. We can thus conclude from the results of the base experiment that not only can active DBMS's simplify the task of application programming, but they can also lead to performance gains.
D. Experiment 1: The Effect of Data Contention
In this experiment, we examine job response times for the 31n particular, CA-coupling provides the guarantees that i) if an event occurs, the corresponding condition will eventually be checked, and ii) any action will be executed in the same transaction-consistent state in which its condition is determined to be true. four coupling types as the size of the database is ~h a n g e d .~ Three database sizes (750, 500, and 250 pages) are studied, and the buffer pool size is kept at 10% of the database size in each case. Each task of a job accesses 5 pages on the average, as in the base experiment. Fig. 6 shows the average job response times for a database consisting of 750 pages, where the buffer pool can accommodate 75 such pages. Recall that Fig. 2 presented the response time results when the database size is set at 500 pages and the buffer pool size is 50 pages. In Fig. 7 , the job response times for a database size of 250 pages and a buffer pool size of 25 pages are shown. In Fig. 8 , we compare the job response times for an arrival rate of 5 jobs/second for the three different database sizes. Since the system becomes unstable for S-coupled jobs at an arrival rate close to 4 jobs/second in the 250-page case, we ran further experiments with database sizes of between 500 and 250 pages specifically in order to obtain the third point for the S-coupled case in Fig. 8 .
In Fig. 6 , where the database size is 750 pages, the response time curves for the four types of coupling remain close to each other for most arrival rates, and the system remains stable for arrival rates as high as 6 jobs/second. As the size of the database is decreased to 500 pages in Fig. 2 and then to 250 pages in Fig. 7 , the curves for S-coupled and EC-coupled jobs move away from the other curves at lower arrival rates than before. The separation between these curves and the curves for CA-coupling and N-coupling also grows, and increased data contention causes the system to become unstable more rapidly with increasing arrival rates. In particular, S-coupled jobs make the system unstable at arrival rates of less than 4 jobs/second when the database contains 250 pages, but when the database size is 750 pages, 50% higher arrival rates can 4Varying the database size in this manner can be thought of as a way to vary the extent to which "hot spots" exist in a larger database, as shown in 1341. be sustained by the system without losing its stability for S-coupled jobs. The reduction in the size of the buffer pool from Fig. 6 to Fig. 2 and again from Fig. 2 to Fig. 7 may at first seem likely to contribute to the positioning of the response time curves in the three cases. However, a closer examination reveals that the No-CC curves in the three figures coincide almost exactly for all but the highest arrival rates shown. Even at arrival rates (between 6 and 6.5 jobs/second) that cause the system to enter a state of saturation when concurrency control is in use, the spread between the No-CC curves in the three figures is less than 10% of the minimum response time. Thus, changing the buffer pool size does not bias the results of this experiment significantly, and buffer hits may be ignored as a factor in comparing the three sets of curves. Fig. 8 illustrates the increasingly important impact of task coupling semantics on system performance as data contention increases. For low levels of data contention, the differences in performance between the different types of coupling are relatively small. As data contention increases, however, N-coupling leads to slightly better performance than CA-coupling, while CA-coupling performs better than EC-coupling. As expected, S-coupling results in the worst performance. Note that CA-coupling and N-coupling again provide similar levels of performance. Since a temporary period of high data contention can easily occur even in. a passive DBMS (e.g., when there is a "hot spot" in the data), it should be clear that it is important for performance that the weakest type of coupling permitted by each rule's semantics be selected and used in the rule's definition.
E. Experiment 2: The Effect of Task Complexity
Tasks associated with jobs in active database systems will have application-dependent data access characteristics. External Tasks, Checkers, and Actions may vary in the relative amounts of data that they need to access. Also, their data access characteristics will be influenced by the degree to which the physical design of the passive database (e.g., the indexes provided) supports the queries involved in the rules. In order to study the performance impact of variations in task size, simulations with various combinations of task sizes were run; results for three combinations are presented here. All of these experiments were conducted on a 500-page database.
Recall that in the base experiment, all of the tasks of each job access 5 pages each, on the average. This set of parameters is abbreviated SSS (for Short External Tasks, Short Checkers, and Short Actions). Fig. 2 showed the average response time of jobs with the SSS task pattern. The second pattern of tasks studied was SLS (Short External Tasks, Long Checkers, and Short Actions). External Tasks and Actions again access 5 pages each, while Checkers now access 20 pages each on the average. Fig. 9 shows the response times of jobs with SLS task patterns. Fig. 10 presents job response times for jobs having an SLL task pattern-where External Tasks are short (5 pages each) while both Checkers and Actions are long (20 pages each). Fig. 11 shows the maximum sustainable arrival rates at which the system remains stable for the SSS, SLS, and SLL task patterns.
Figs. 2,9, and 10 show that significant performance changes occur when the task access patterns are changed. In Fig. 2 , all of the curves except for the S-coupled one are quite close to one another. When the size of Checkers increases, in Fig. 9 , the differences between the performance of the four coupling types become much more pronounced. The slopes of the curves increase more rapidly, and the maximum sustainable arrival rates become smaller. The difference between the No-CC curve and the N-coupled curve is still relatively minor here, though. When both Checkers and Actions are large, as in Fig. 10 , the response time curves become very steep even at low arrival rates. An interesting phenomenon in the SLL case is that, for the first time, CA-coupling performs worse than EC-coupling. The reason for this is that, in this case, External Tasks are short whereas Actions are long. Thus, if we consider jobs having three tasks or less (which constitute most of the jobs in the simulation), EC-coupling involves holding locks for a considerably shorter time than CA-coupling. Another feature of the SLL case is that even the N-coupled curve is quite far from the No-CC curve, indicating that the increased sizes of Checkers and Actions cause significant concurrency control conflicts even when job tasks are uncoupled. Fig. 11 reveals that, as RMT's become more complex, the relative impact of the coupling mode on performance increases. For example, the ratio of the maximum sustainable arrival rate for N-coupled jobs to the maximum sustainable rate for S-coupled jobs goes up from 1.25 in the SSS case to 1.75 in the SLL case. These results indicate that system performance can be affected significantly by both the design of the RMT's of a rule (i.e., the relative complexity of Checkers and Actions) and the degree to which their data access needs are supported by the physical organization of the passive database.
F. Experiment 3: The Effect of Cascading Triggers
In Experiment 3, the probabilities of executing both Checkers and Actions were increased to study the effect of increased job size (in terms of the number of tasks per job) on system performance. A number of probability combinations were tried; here we present results for one set of probabilities, where the mean number of tasks per job is about twice the number in the base experiment. By increasing CheckProb from 2/3 to 4/5 and ActionProb from 1/2 to 4/5, the mean number of tasks per job was increased from 2.33 to 5. (Note that the transaction boundaries imposed by the different coupling semantics on a job consisting of exactly five tasks were shown in Table I in Section 111.) The database size was kept fixed at 500 pages. Recall that response times for jobs with SSS and SLS task patterns, with an average of 2.33 tasks per job in each case, were shown in Figs. 2 and 9, respectively. Fig. 12 shows the job response times of SSS pattern jobs when jobs have 5 tasks on the average. In Fig. 13 , jobs again have 5 tasks, and the task pattern in now SLS.
The results of this experiment show the degree to which decoupling the tasks of a job (i.e., avoiding S-coupling) becomes increasingly important as the job size increases. As in earlier experiments, S-coupling performs worst of all; the significant feature of Figs. 12 and 13 is that the curves for the less strict coupling modes remain relatively close to each other (and far from the S-coupled curve). The reason that ECcoupling and CA-coupling provide very similar performance in Fie. 12 is that both of these couulinn modes involve releasing Anival Rate (jobs/sec) DBSize = 500). locks after alternate tasks of a job. When the tasks are short and there are many tasks per job, the effect of the type of lock (read versus write) that is held longer is diluted to some extent.
G. Experiment 4: The Effect of Data Sharing Between Tasks
As discussed earlier, it is likely that there will be some degree of data sharing between successive pairs of tasks of a "real" job. In Experiment 4, the extent of data sharing between successive tasks is varied. The results of the base experiment, in which there was no enforced data sharing between tasks, from the database, there may be some inherent sharing of data between tasks even in this case, but it is rare enough to be ignored.) Figs. 14 and 15 show the results of experiments with Read-Read sharing, where the read-set of each task of a job overlaps with the read-set of the next task of the same job. Three levels of data sharing are studied: no sharing (which corresponds to the base experiment), 50% sharing, and 100% sharing. Recall that the level of sharing represents the probability that any given page will be accessed by two consecutive job tasks, subject to the constraints of the relative size of the tasks. (While the average size of the tasks is 5 pages each, the actual size of different tasks may vary between 3 and 7 pages. Thus, if task T; of a job accesses 3 pages and its successor task T;+I accesses 7 pages, a maximum of 3 pages can be shared between the two tasks.) Fig. 16 shows the maximum arrival rates that the system can support for an average job response time of 2 s for the four different types of coupling as the level of sharing is changed. (The points on Fig. 16 were interpolated from the data in Figs. 2, 14 , and 15.) When there is no data sharing between job tasks, all the curves (except the curve for S-coupling) remain fairly close to one another, as seen in Fig. 2 . As the level of sharing is increased from 0 to 50%, the curves for EC-coupling and CAcoupling move still closer, almost merging with each other. The S-coupling curve also moves somewhat closer to the other three, but S-coupled jobs still perform noticeably worse than the other types of coupling. Fig. 15 shows that when all of a job's tasks access essentially the same data, the performance of all four types of coupling becomes very similar. All four curves remain close together for the entire range of sustainable arrival rates. Fig. 16 shows that at low levels of data sharing, the maximum job arrival rate that the system can support in order to provide a given average response time ( 2 s in this case) varies significantly with task coupling semantics. At high levels of data sharing, however, this difference becomes negligible.
Data sharing affects job response time in two ways. If data 
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are shared between successive tasks, more buffer pool hits are likely. Also, fewer locks need to be obtained in the Scoupling, EC-coupling, and CA-coupling cases, as the locks acquired in one task of a job within a transaction do not need to be reacquired in the succeeding phase. An examination of the results for buff& pool hit ratios, disk utilization, and number of locks avoided by data sharing (not shown here) indicate that, while both buffering and locking factors affect the results, the relative performance of the four types of coupling is affected most by the fact that fewer locks are required (except for N-coupled jobs) as data sharing is increased. In N-coupling, locks are released at the end of every task, so the amount of locking activity is unaffected by data sharing; this is why N-coupling does not show as much improvement as the other types of coupling when the amount of data sharing is increased. The main point illustrated by this experiment is that coupling semantics affect performance significantly even when half the data of each task is shared with the subsequent task. It is only when the ET and the RMT's of a job share data to a very large extent that the coupling semantics lose their relevance to system performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The workload of an active DBMS consists of two types of activities: External Tasks, which are the tasks submitted by users or application programs, and Rule Management Tasks, which are caused by the triggering of rules stored in the active database. In this paper, we have described a model of an active DBMS where the triggering of rules is modeled via probabilities. This use of probabilities provides a mechanism for studying the performance of active DBMS's without having to model the details of their rule-base contents. One interesting question that arises in an active DBMS is: How should ET'S and RMT's be combined into transactions? Most proposals for integrating rules with database systems give the user little control, if any, over how tasks are combined into transactions. An alternative is to provide users with the capability to exploit rule semantics by specifying where transaction boundaries should be placed, as in HiPAC [16] , [lo] . In this paper, we have studied the performance impact of using such a capability to determine task coupling in an active DBMS. In particular, we have examined the effects of alternative coupling approaches while varying data contention, task complexity, the number of tasks generated recursively by rules, and the amount of data shared by the tasks of a job.
The experiments described here demonstrated the extent to which the performance of an active DBMS is sensitive to the coupling semantics of rules. We examined four of the coupling modes possible under the Event-Condition-Action rule model [lo]: S-coupling, where all the tasks of a job are strictly coupled as a single transaction; EC-coupling, where an External Task is coupled with the RMT's (Checkers) that test for rule satisfaction, but not with the RMT's (Actions) that perform the actions for satisfied rules; CA-coupling, where Checkers and Actions are coupled together, but not with the External Tasks; and N-coupling, where each task is a transaction by itself. We found that, under light loads, the type of coupling did not affect job response time appreciably since there were relatively few concurrency control conflicts. However, we did observe that the coupling mode had a significant impact on the mean response time of External Tasks (i.e., the response time from a user's perspective) under such loads. Throughout the study, the response times of External Tasks that were coupled with Rule Management Tasks (i.e., using S-coupling or EC-coupling) were found to be significantly higher than the response times of External Tasks that were executed as stand-alone transactions (i.e., executed using CA-coupling or N-coupling).'
As data contention was increased in our experiments (by increasing the arrival rate or the size of jobs, or by decreasing the database size), the impact of the various coupling modes on job response time became apparent. While the average transaction size was a significant factor determining system performance, it was not the only one, as shown by the differences in the performance of EC-coupling and CAcoupling when the mean transaction sizes were equal for the two modes. In general, N-coupled jobs had the best response times, followed closely by CA-coupled jobs, while EC-coupled jobs performed worse but still better than S-coupled jobs. We also found that the size of RMT's may affect the relative behavior of the coupling modes-for example, when Actions and Checkers were significantly larger than External Tasks, CA-coupling performed worse than EC-coupling. Sharing of data between tasks of a job resulted in improved response times, but the coupling mode choice was found to be important except when the degree of data sharing was extremely high.
Two interesting trends were observed in our experiments. The first is that CA-coupled jobs perform almost as well as N-coupled jobs over a wide range of system loads for many of the workloads studied. This is significant because of the guarantees that CA-coupling can provide (see footnote 3, Section V-C). The second trend that we observed is that the use of any type of task decoupling (EC-coupling, CAcoupling, or N-coupling) results in significant performance gains over S-coupling. That is, the relative performance differences among EC-coupling, CA-coupling, and N-coupling were usually smaller than the relative performance difference between any one of these three and S-coupling. This is significant because the S-coupling results are also indicative of what the response times would be for transactions that have been explicitly augmented with code to check conditions and perform actions, as is often done in systems that do not provide rule support. The experiments that involved changes in RMT complexity and in the number of tasks per job also indicate that rules should be designed with care, as both the distribution of work between Checkers and Actions and the likelihood of triggering recursive RMT's affected performance significantly. In addition, they indicate that the passive database should be designed to support efficient access by the RMT's.
In the study reported here, we have dealt exclusively with transaction management issues in active databases. Our model of an active DBMS provides us with a framework for studying other aspects of active database management as well. We have already studied the problem of scheduling the physical resources (buffers, CPU's, and disks) of a passive DBMS in the presence of priorities [8] , [18]. The next focus of our research will be to extend our work in priority scheduling to active databases, where priorities can be used to meet time constraints. The ultimate goal of this research effort is to design a set of scheduling policies for an active DBMS that encompass both transaction scheduling and resource scheduling. 
if:
(S in Stock where Spno = $pno and S.quantity + S.ordered < 100) and (P in Parts where P.pno = $pno and P.imporrance = "critical")
then:
PlaceOrder($pno, $supplier, 1OOO) using $supplier = (PI .supplier from PI in Prices where PI .pno = $pno and Pl.cost = (min(P2.cosr) from P2 in Prices where P2.pno = $pn0))
Inventory control rule for critical parts. Fig. 18. can exploit rule semantics to determine where transaction boundaries should be placed in an active DBMS. In particular, we use an example based on an inventory control rule to show how changes in the semantics of a rule affect the way in which ET'S and RMT's can be coupled into transactions. The coupling alternatives discussed here are a subset of the transaction coupling modes that can be specified for rules in the HiPAC system [16].
In this example, we will assume that we have an active DBMS controlling the operation of a completely automated warehouse, with parts being requested at terminals and obtained from the warehouse via a computer-controlled delivery system. Fig. 17 summarizes the part-related information that is kept in the passive portion of the database for this application. The DBMS stores a description of each part, the quantity of each part both in stock and on order, and the current price for each part from each supplier that carries that part. Checkouts from the warehouse are monitored by the inventory control rules presented in Fig. 18.6 When a checkout of a critical part reduces the sum of the amount in stock and the amount on order to a level below 100, the rule places an order for additional 1000 parts from the supplier who is offering the part at the lowest price at the moment. The ordering action itself is performed by a procedure called Placeorder, which generates a requisition and also updates the number of part instances on order. Fig. 18 says nothing about how transaction boundaries should be imposed for the inventory control rule. One possible coupling mode in the HiPAC system is N-coupling. With Ncoupling, a user transaction that updates the quantity on hand for a part will cause HiPAC to schedule the condition-check for the rule to be performed as a separate transaction. Then, if this condition-checking transaction detects that the part is both critical and running low, the part-ordering action will be 6The language used to express the rule in our example is not the actual HiPAC rule language; it is simply an informal, relational calculus-like language intended to convey the flavor of ECA rules. Identifiers preceded with $ are variables used to capture and pass values from one part of a rule to another. scheduled as a third, separate transaction. These scheduling decisions are reliable in the sense that the system guarantees that the condition will be checked eventually (despite system failures) and that the action will eventually be performed if the condition is indeed found to be satisfied. However, all rule-related processing takes place outside the user transaction (and only if it completes successfully). N-coupling 's advantage is therefore that it minimizes both the impact of the rule on user transactions and the length of rule-related transactions; however, it can potentially permit the placement of multiple orders in this example (if several orders for the same critical, low-quantity part occur within a sufficiently short time period).
A rare possibility of multiple orders may be tolerable in some applications, but other applications may deem it intolerable. In the latter case, HiPAC's CA-coupling mode can be used to prevent double-ordering. With this coupling mode, the condition-check and the action (if needed) take place as a single, separate transaction; again, this transaction is scheduled (reliably) by a user transaction if it updates the quantity on hand of a part. As in the fully decoupled (i.e., N-coupled) case, CA-coupling adds no significant rule-related processing to the user transaction. And, since the condition-check and the action occur together as a single transaction in this case, it is guaranteed that double orders will not be placed. However, it is possible for potentially long delays to occur between the update to the quantity on hand and the subsequent placement of an order, as might happen if the system is heavily loaded.
If the needs of the application dictate that the placement of an order is a prerequisite for the successful delivery of a critical part which is running low, then the entire execution of the rule must take place as part of the user transaction. In this case, HiPAC's strictest coupling mode, S-Coupling, must be specified for the rule. With this coupling mode, HiPAC will ensure that the delivery of the part (which occurs in the initial user transaction) will occur only if the ordering action, if required, is performed successfully.
